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Investing in Individual 
Deals Over Funds Makes 
ȉ�$ɔΦȲʟȲɷȦȲ�ɔɷ��Ȳȉɫ�*ʦʰȉʰȲ
Optimized cost control and closer alignment with investor 
preferences make individual deals the way to go



$ɔʦȦɫȉɔɴȲʟ
The information contained in these materials does not 
constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer 
to buy securities. Any such offers and solicitations will 
be made only through a confidential private placement 
memorandum.

Examples of prior transactions are described herein. 
These examples are being provided for illustration 
purposes only. Past performance of these transactions 
is not indicative of future results.

The private placement memorandum will describe 
in more detail the terms of any offering and the risks 
involved in the purchase of such securities.

©2023 Lakeland Capital, LLC
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Key Insights

Fund managers need to extract higher returns 
just to match the performance of an individual 
deal due to expenses that are both costlier and 
more numerous.

Individual deals inherently motivate sponsors to 
be more mindful of downside risk and also tend 
to align better with investor preferences.

On-the-ground knowledge and deep local 
connections enable managers of individual 
deals to canvas a wider investment universe for 
higher quality opportunities.

JɷˑȲʦʰʁʟʦ� ɏȉˑȲ� ɔɷȦʟȲȉʦɔɷɆɫ˘� ʰʹʟɷȲȬ� ʰʁ� ʟȲȉɫ�
estate to bolster their portfolios with a 
ʦʁʹʟȦȲ�ʁɅ�ʦʰȲȉȬ˘�ʟȲʰʹʟɷʦे�©ɷɫɔɦȲ�˒ɔʰɏ�ʦʰʁȦɦʦ�
or bonds, however, there is a wide range of 
˒ȉ˘ʦ�ʰʁ�ȉȬȬ�Ȳ˗ʜʁʦʹʟȲ�ʰʁ�ʰɏȲ�ȉʦʦȲʰ�Ȧɫȉʦʦे�
Some channels offer direct exposure to real estate—
like purchasing a multi-family apartment building—while 
others are more indirect—such as buying stock in a 
publicly-listed developer. Each channel offers different 
levels of return potential, liquidity and correlation with 
traditional asset classes. This creates an imperative for 
investors to understand the different options and identify 
the one that best facilitates their unique objectives.

To those who opt for direct exposure, the decision often 
boils down to buying into a real estate fund that has a 
portfolio of properties versus investing directly in individual 
properties with a professional investment manager. While 
each deserves careful consideration, we feel that the 
individual deal investment approach occupies a sweet 
spot that minimizes costs while also aligning more closely 
with investor preferences.
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ΤȲ� ȬȲȦɔʦɔʁɷ� ʰʁ� ɔɷˑȲʦʰ� ɔɷ� ȉ� ɅʹɷȬ� ʁʟ� ɔɷ� ȉɷ�
ɔɷȬɔˑɔȬʹȉɫ�ȬȲȉɫ�ʦɏʁʹɫȬ�ȉɫ˒ȉ˘ʦ�ɔɷȦɫʹȬȲ�ȉ�ȦɫʁʦȲ�
Ȳ˗ȉɴɔɷȉʰɔʁɷ�ʁɅ�ʰɏȲ�ʟȲʦʜȲȦʰɔˑȲ�ɅȲȲ�ʦʰʟʹȦʰʹʟȲʦे��
Turning first to the management fee, funds typically carry 
a significantly higher expense. This is best illustrated 
through a hypothetical example. 

In this given scenario, the investment manager sponsors 
an individual deal charging a management fee of 50 basis 
points. It is applied annually against the acquisition price 
beginning when the property is purchased up through 
the sale date. For that same property, a fund charges a 
fee of 200 basis points on committed capital from the 
date of investment—a year earlier in this example—
through the sale1.  

Fees Are More Numerous and 
Costlier Under Fund Approach

If we assume the investment has a five-year lifecycle, 
the total management fees accumulated by the fund 
would more than double those under the individual 
deal structure. Put another way, the fund manager 
would need to extract nearly 60 additional basis points 
in annual returns just to match the performance of the 
individual deal.

This is not the only material fee difference that investors 
should take note of either. Funds usually include annual 
administration costs of at least 25 basis points to 
support backend infrastructure components that serve 
the overall fund provider like legal, accounting and 
marketing. By contrast, administration fees to support 
fund infrastructure are not included under the individual 
deal structure. 

INDIVIDUAL DEALS ARE MORE COST EFFECTIVE WITH LOWER RECURRING EXPENSES

For illustrative purposes only. In this hypothetical example, the annual management fee of the individual deal (0.5% of the acquisition 
price) is equivalent to 0.94% of committed capital. That is the value reflected in the chart in order to display a fair comparison with the 
management fees of the fund (2.25% of committed capital).

1.   Hypothetical example assumes acquisition price of $75 million and equity investment of $40 million. Fund has 2% investment management fee incurred 
annually from Year 0 through Year 5 (total fee is $4.8 million); individual deal has 0.5% investment management fee incurred annually from Year 1 through 
Year 5 (total fee is $1.9 million). 

FUND

2.00% Management  
Fee

Management  
Fee

2.25%
Total Annual 

Fee

0.94% 
Total Annual 

Fee

0.25% Administration  
Fee

INDIVIDUAL DEAL

0.94%
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Funds Face Additional 
Rebalancing Expenses
�Ȳȉɫ�ȲʦʰȉʰȲ�ɅʹɷȬʦ�ɔɷȦʹʟ�ɅʹʟʰɏȲʟ�Ȧʁʦʰʦ�h ɏʟʁʹɆɏ�
ʟȲȥȉɫȉɷȦɔɷɆे� <ʹɷȬʦ� ʜȲʟɔʁȬɔȦȉɫɫ˘� ɷȲȲȬ� ʰʁ�
ȥʹ˘�ȉɷȬ�ʦȲɫɫ�ʜʟʁʜȲʟʰɔȲʦ�ʰʁ�ȲɷʦʹʟȲ�ʰɏȉʰ�ʰɏȲɔʟ�
ʁˑȲʟȉɫɫ�ʜʁʟʰɅʁɫɔʁ�ȦʁɷʰɔɷʹȲʦ�ʰʁ�ȉȬɏȲʟȲ�ʰʁ�ʜʟȲॼ
ʦʜȲȦɔεȲȬ� ɔɷˑȲʦʰɴȲɷʰ� ɆʹɔȬȲɫɔɷȲʦ� ʟȲɆȉʟȬɔɷɆ�
ȦʟȲȬɔʰ�̍ ʹȉɫɔʰ ू̆�ȬɔˑȲʟʦɔεȦȉʰɔʁɷ�ȉɷȬ�ȉʦʦȲʰ�ˑ ȉɫʹȲ�
ɫɔɴɔʰʦे�Τɔʦ� Ȧȉɷ� ʟȲʦʹɫh � ɔɷ�ɏɔɆɏ� ʰʟȉȬɔɷɆ� ɅȲȲʦ�
ȉɷȬ�ʹɷɅȉˑʁʟȉȥɫȲ�ʰʟȉɷʦȉȦʰɔʁɷ�ʜʟɔȦȲʦ�ʰɏȉʰ�ȉʟȲ�
ʹɫh ɔɴȉʰȲɫ˘�ʜȉʦʦȲȬ�ʁɷ�ʰʁ�ʰɏȲ�ɔɷˑȲʦʰʁʟे�
Unlike management and administration fees specified 
at the outset of an investment, it is not possible to 
anticipate rebalancing expenses. Rebalancing does not 
always occur at regular intervals. It can be particularly 
painful amidst market volatility when funds are forced by 
short-term requirements to dispose of troubled assets 
that may still have long-term potential.

Investing in individual properties, on the other hand, is 
unaffected by rebalancing since they are not part of a 
broader portfolio. Instead, it is a matter of course that 
the investment manager sponsoring the deal would 
make decisions solely intended to maximize the return 
from that specific property. We believe this enables the 
manager to be more nimble and take a longer-term view 
when volatility strikes or, conversely, capitalize once 
market conditions turn favorable.

We feel that it is also worth pointing out that investing 
in individual properties enables greater oversight on the 
underlying investment itself. While most funds certainly 
boast an array of due diligence protocols and risk 
management software that allows them to monitor their 
holdings, it is no match for an investment manager who 
has an intimate understanding of individual properties 
informed through extensive on-the-ground observations. 
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Individual Deal Approach Better 
Aligned With Investor Preferences
*˗ʰȲɷȬɔɷɆ� ʰɏȲ� Ȧʁɴʜȉʟɔʦʁɷ� ʁɅ� ʰɏȲ� ʰ˒ʁ�
ȉʜʜʟʁȉȦɏȲʦ� ȥȲ˘ʁɷȬ� ɅȲȲʦ� ȉɷȬ� ʟʹɷɷɔɷɆ�
Ȳ˗ʜȲɷʦȲʦू�˒Ȳ� ȥȲɫɔȲˑȲ� ʰɏȉʰ� ȉ� ȦɫȲȉʟ� ɫɔɷȲ� Ȧȉɷ�
ȥȲ�Ȭʟȉ˒ɷ�ȥȲʰ˒ȲȲɷ�h ɏȲ�ɔɷȦȲɷʰɔˑȲʦ�h ɏȉʰ�ȬʟɔˑȲ�
ʰɏȲ�ɔɷˑȲʦʰɴȲɷʰ�ɴȉɷȉɆȲʟʦ�ʰɏȲɴʦȲɫˑȲʦे�
In order to justify higher expenses, fund managers must 
set an ambitious return target. Importantly though, they 
are not generally required to provide additional capital 
or guarantees in support of an underperforming asset. 
Sponsors of individual deals, on the other hand, do carry 
certain liabilities. In our opinion, this creates an inherent 
motivation for them to be more mindful when considering 
the downside risk of a potential investment.

The location of the investment is another area where 
the individual deal approach tends to be aligned more 
closely with investor preferences. Investing directly in an 
individual property ensures that investors can choose 
their preferred market or exclude an undesired location, 
whichever the case may be. By contrast, funds are 

comprised of a portfolio of properties that may number 
in the hundreds or even thousands nationwide. The 
asset mix could also change significantly over time as 
the fund manager implements their particular strategy 
and also carries out any rebalancing efforts.

This should be a critical consideration for any real estate 
investor because market conditions can vary widely by 
location. Multifamily rents jumped nearly 6% in 2022 in 
Boston, for instance, which was double the rate of increase 
recorded in Phoenix2.  In our view, this underscores how 
cities like Boston, which have a diversified economy and 
an entrenched housing market with barriers to entry, can 
expect to see steady rent growth. By contrast, faster 
growing areas in the country such as the Sun Belt might 
see more fluctuation from year to year. 

Regardless of how an investor perceives the unique 
conditions and risk factors in a given market, they would 
only have the opportunity to implement their perspective 
through the individual deal approach.

2.   Multi-Housing News. 2022 Rent Growth. January 2023. 
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Wider Potential Investment 
Universe for Individual Deals
ΤȲ�ʜʁʰȲɷʰɔȉɫ�ɔɷˑȲʦʰɴȲɷʰ�́ ɷɔˑȲʟʦȲ�ɔʦ�ȉɷʁʰɏȲʟ�
ɅȉȦʰʁʟ� ʰɏȉʰ� ʦȲʜȉʟȉʰȲʦ� ȬɔʟȲȦʰɫ˘� ɔɷˑȲʦʰɔɷɆ� ɔɷ�
ɔɷȬɔˑɔȬʹȉɫ�ʜʟʁʜȲʟʰɔȲʦ�Ʌʟʁɴ�ȉ�ɅʹɷȬ�ȉʜʜʟʁȉȦɏे�
Managers sponsoring individual deals typically limit 
their focus to a few key geographical sub-markets and 
can utilize connections with local brokers to target a 
deep pipeline of opportunities. A key part of their value 
proposition is being able to get the right property under 
contract at the right price. 

Funds, on the other hand, have a much broader 
geographical reach but a somewhat shallower pipeline 
that tends to skew toward larger, more well-known 
properties. They also face a far more stringent time 
constraint to get properties under contract since they 
need to build a portfolio of holdings. This can force fund 
managers to be more aggressive in the underwriting and 
marketing of a transaction.

The two different approaches impact how investors are 
able to deploy their initial investment capital as well. 
Funds could typically put an investor’s money to work 
almost immediately, owing to their considerable size and 
backend infrastructure. When it comes to the individual 
investment approach, however, it is more capacity 
constrained and may result in an investor having to wait 
until the investment manager is ready to announce a new 
opportunity.



What We’re  
Watching Next
$ɔʦȦȲʟɷɔɷɆ� ɔɷˑȲʦʰʁʟʦ� ɦɷʁ˒� ʰɏȉʰ� ʰɏȲʟȲ� ȉʟȲ�
ȉɫ˒ȉ˘ʦ�h ʟȉȬȲॼʁΦʦ�˒ ɔh ɏ�ȉɷ˘�ɔɷˑȲʦʰɴȲɷʰ�ʁʜʰɔʁɷे�
Real estate funds offer a relatively seamless way to add 
exposure to the asset class without much diligence or 
administration required on the part of the investor. Opting 
for a one-size-fits all approach does come at a cost, 
however. Not only do funds incur additional fees but 
they also make regular portfolio changes which might 
not always be in the best interests of the investor or even 
aligned with their preferences.

The individual deal approach, on the other hand, provides 
a tailored option that is more efficient for a specific 
investment. While we firmly believe this is the optimal 
way to invest in real estate, we also acknowledge that 
there has been a proliferation of investment managers 
in this arena. 

That is why we feel it is vital for investors to find a trusted 
manager who has both the on-the-ground presence 
and vision necessary to chart a long-term path which 
can achieve their unique investment objectives and 
navigate through any challenging market environments 
along the way. 

lakelandcapital.com
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